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Topics

 Introduction
 Speech act theory
 Message Transport Protocol
 Agent Communication Languages

 FIPA ACL, (KQML)

 Content languages
 FIPA-SL, FIPA-CCL

 Interaction protocols
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Example

 Personal Assistant Agent (PA)
 Task: organize an evening with Heikki

 What is needed?

 Participants’ calendar info
 Info about restaurants, pubs, etc.
 Weather  forecast

MultiAgent System
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Example - Organizing Evening

Calendar

PAAPAA

DADA

Who takes care of Heikki’s Calendar?

It is HCA and address is http:…; 
MTP is…; Presentation is …; CL is…; Ontology is …; …

HCAHCA

Give me Heikki’s free evenings  in this week?

Heikki is free on Tuesday and Friday evening
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Example - Organizing Evening

Calendar

PAAPAA
HCAHCA

I want to book Friday evening

Tuesday evening booked

No, I don’t want to book Friday evening

I want to book Tuesday evening
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Sending a Message to an Agent

Allocate time from Heikki’s calendar

Find out Heikki’s calendar agent

Who takes care of Heikki’s Calendar?

To: DF@HAP Query Heikki Calendar
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Layered Model
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Layered Model

Not in this course
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Message Transport Protocol

 FIPA
 The Message Transport Protocol (MTP) is

used to carry out the physical transfer of
messages between two ACCs.

 Two MTPs specified
 FIPA Agent Message Transport Protocol for IIOP
 FIPA Agent Message Transport Protocol for HTTP
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Message Transport Protocol

 HTTP MTP is based on the transfer of data
representing the entire agent message
including the message envelope in a HTTP
request.

 The HTTP data transfer is a two-step process:
 The sender makes a HTTP request
 After receiving the data the receiver sends a HTTP

response.
 The receiver then parses the message envelope.

 The message is handled according to the instructions and
information given in the message envelope
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Message Transport Protocol
 The component name is ‘fipa.mts.mtp.http.std’
 Interface definition

 Request - HTTP request comprises
 Request Line

 The request method type that must be POST.
 The request resource identification that must be a full URI
 The request version that must be HTTP/1.1.

 Request Headers
 The mandatory parameter Content-Type: multipart/mixed
 The mandatory parameter Host:

 in the form hostname or hostname:portnumber. 
 The mandatory parameter Cache-Control: the value no-cache.         
 The mandatory parameter MIME-Version: the value 1.0.       
 The optional parameter Content-Length:

 the size of the request body
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Message Transport Protocol
 Interface definition

 Request - HTTP request comprises (cont.)
 Request Body

 The request body contains the agent message.
 The agent message has two components
     a FIPA message envelope
     a FIPA message body (the payload).

 The charset used in headers and the boundary delimiter of the multipart
encoding must be plain ASCII.

 The envelope body encoding must have the following structure:
 MIME headers (at least a MIME-Version header and a Content-Type

header that contains the boundary value).
 An empty line delimiting the MIME headers from the MIME body.
 A boundary delimiter line that delimits the beginning of the

envelope part.
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Message Transport Protocol
 Interface definition

 Request - HTTP request comprises (cont.)
 Request Body

 A Content-Type header line that must have the value appropriate for the
envelope representation: "application" "/" <string>, where the string is
the component name given in each envelope specification.

 An empty line (CRLF CRLF).
 The FIPA message envelope.
 A boundary delimiter line that delimits the FIPA envelope from the FIPA

message.
 A Content-Type header line that must have the value appropriate for the

FIPA message: "application" "/" <string>, where the string is the
component name given in each message encoding specification.

 A boundary delimiter line that defines the end of the FIPA message.
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Message Transport Protocol
 Interface definition

 Response - HTTP response comprises
 Response Line

 The response version must be HTTP/1.1.
 The response status code must either be the success code or a

suitable error code as defined in [RFC2616].
 The success code only means that the receiving agent has

succeeded in extracting the message content from the HTTP
request.

 Response Headers
 The mandatory parameter Content-Type: can be any MIME type

(see [RFC2045])
 The mandatory parameter Cache-Control: must have the value no-

cache, and
 The optional parameter Content-Length: specifies the size of the

response body[2].
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Message Transport Protocol
 Interface definition

 Response - HTTP response comprises
 Response Line

 Response Body
 The response body may contain a message reply and

depending on the content type can be text, binary or
multipart.
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Message Transport Protocol
 Example

 HTTP message transport protocol
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Layered Model
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Message Envelope

 A message envelope expresses transport information.
 All information in the message envelope is supporting information

only.
 How and if this information is used to by an agent for any kind of

additional inference is undefined by FIPA.
 The following are general statements about the form of a message

envelope
ν message envelope comprises a collection of parameters,
ν parameter is a name/value pair
ν message envelope contains at least the mandatory to, from, date and

acl-representation parameters, and,
ν message envelope can contain optional parameters.

 Each ACC handling a message may add new information to the
message envelope, but it may never overwrite existing information.
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Message Envelope
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Message Envelope
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Agent-to-Agent Communication
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Layered model
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Modelling
Agent-to-Agent Communication

 Agents are something more than objects …

 Their communication is maybe something more advanced

 How do humans communicate with each other?

 Searle ‘Speech Act Theory’ is one approach.
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Speech acts

 Pragmatic theory of language dealing with the syntax
and semantics

 ACL message types usually modeled after speech acts

 Locutionary act
 uttering a syntactically acceptable sentence

 Illocutionary act (speech act)
 communicating of the speakers’ intentions to the hearer

 Perlocutionary act
 bringing about of the effect on the hearer of the utterance
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Speech acts

 Searle’s classification
 Representative

 Represents some state of affairs
 Asserting, claiming, describing, informing, …

 Commissive
 Commit the speaker to some future course of action

 Promising, agreeing, threading, inviting, offering, swearing,
volunteering, ...

 Directive
 Intention to get the header to carry out some action

 Commanding, requesting, daring, asking, begging, forbidding,
advising, ...
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Speech acts

 Searle’s classification
 Declaration

 Bring about a state of affair
 Arresting, marrying, naming, ...

 Expressive
 Indicate the speaker’s psychological state or

mental attitude
 Greeting, congratulating, thanking, apologizing, ...



Agent Communication
Languages
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FIPA ACL
History

 Based on Arcol (France Tèlècom)
 Adopting the Arcol model and semantics

 softens a few of Arcol’s performance conditions

 Arcol
 Small set of primitives
 Primitives are all assertives or directives
 Formal semantics
 Performance conditions
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Semantic Language (SL)

 Formal language used to define the
semantics of the FIPA ACL

 Logical propositions are expressed in a
logic of mental attitudes and actions,
formalized in a first order modal
language with identity
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Summary of Notation

 Iip  i has the intention to bring about p,
 Bip i (implicitly) believes (that) p
 Cip i desires that p currently holds
 Done (a, p) a has just taken place and p was true just before that
 Feasible (a, p) a can take place and if it does p will be true just

after that
 Possible(φ) (∃a) Feasible (a, φ)
 Agent (i, a) i denotes the only agent that ever performs (in the

past, present or future) the actions which appear in action
expression a

 RE (Rational Effect)
 FP (Feasibility Precondition)
   = φ  φ is valid.
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FIPA-ACL
Planning Communication

 FIPA-ACL specifies five properties of which

 three are concerned to the reasoning process
involved in planning communicative acts and

 two are concerned consuming communicative acts
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FIPA-ACL
Planning Communication

 Property 1
 an agent’s intention to achieve a given goal generates an

intention that one of the acts known to the agent be done.
Further, the act is such that its rational effect corresponds to
the agent’s goal, and that agent has no reason for not doing it.

 Let ak be an act such that:
1. (∃x) Biak = x
2. p is the RE of ak and
3. ¬Ci¬Possible (Done(ak));

 then the following formula is valid:
Iip ⇒ Ii Done (a1 | ... | an)
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FIPA-ACL
Planning Communication

 Property 2:
 whenever an agent chooses to perform some act,

the agent intends to seek the satisfiability of its
feasibility preconditions.

  = Ii Done(a) ⇒ Bi Feasible(a) ∨ IiBi Feasible(a)

 Property 3:
 if an agent has the intention that a communicative

act be performed, it necessarily has the intention to
bring about the rational effect of the act.

  = Ii Done (a) ⇒ Ii RE (a)
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FIPA ACL
Consuming CAs

 Property 4 (Intentional Effect)
 When an agent observes a CA, it should believe that

the agent performing the act has the intention to
achieve the rational effect of the act.
 = Bi(Done (a) ∧ Agent (j, a) ⇒ Ij RE (a))

 Property 5
 When an agent observes a given CA, it is entitled to

believe that the persistent feasibility preconditions
hold:

  = Bi(Done (a) ⇒ FP (a))
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FIPA ACL
Communicative acts

 Accept-proposal
 Agree
 Cancel
 Cfp
 Confirm
 Disconfirm
 Failure
 Inform
 Inform-if (macro act)
 Inform-ref (macro act)
 Not-understood

 Propagate
 Propose
 Proxy
 Query-if
 Query-ref
 Refuse
 Reject-proposal
 Request
 Request-when
 Request-whenever
 Subscribe
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Communicative Acts
(cf. Dr. Poslad)

 The door is open?

 Open the door (for me)

 OK! I’ll open the door

 The door is open

 I am unable to open the door

 I will not open the door

 Say when the door becomes open

 Anyone want to open the door?

 I can open the door for you..at a
price

 Door? What’s that? Don’t
understand...

 query

 request

 agree

 inform

 failure

 refuse

 subscribe

 cfp

 propose

 not-understood
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FIPA ACL
Communicative acts

 A communicative act model is presented as
follows:

<i, Act( j, C )>
FP: φ1

RE: φ2

FP = feasibility precondition
RE = rational effect
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inform

 The sender informs the receiver that a given
proposition is true

 The sending agent:
 holds that some proposition is true;
 intends that the receiving agent also comes to

believe that the proposition is true;
 does not already believe that the receiver has any

knowledge of the truth of the proposition.
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inform
Example

(inform
:sender (agent-identifier :name i)
:receiver (agent-identifier :name j)
:content ”door( now, open )"
:language Prolog)
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inform
Semantics

<i, inform( j, φ )>
FP: Biφ ∧ ¬Bi(Bifj φ ∨ Uifj φ)
RE: Bjφ

– Biφ = i believes that φ is true
– ¬Bi(Bifjφ ∨ Uifjφ)

– Bifjφ ≡ Bjφ ∨ Bj¬φ
– Uifjφ ≡ Ujφ ∨ Uj¬φ (uncertain)

– RE: Bjφ (j believes that φ is true)
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Request

 The sender requests the receiver to perform
some action

(request
  :sender (agent-identifier :name i)
  :receiver (agent-identifier :name j)
  :content (action (agent-identifier :name j)

open_the_door)
  :language fipa-sl)
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Request
semantics

<i, request(j, a)> ≡
FP : FP(a) [i/j] ∧ Bi Agent(j,a) ∧ ¬ Bi Ij Done(a)

RE : Done(a)

FP(a)  [i\j] denotes the part  of the FPs of a which are mental attitudes of i.
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KQML
Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language

 Aims to serve several needs in inter-agent
communication
 querying and information passing (e.g. evaluate,

ask-if, tell, achieve, etc)
 managing multiple responses to queries (e.g. ask-all,

stream-all, standby, ready, next, etc)
 managing capability definition and dissemenation

(advertise, recommend, etc)
 managing communications (e.g. register, forward,

broadcast, etc)
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KQML
semantics

 Example
 Tell(i,j,φ):

 i states to j that i believes φ to be true
 Pre(i): bel(i, φ) know(i, want(j,know(j,X))),

 where X may be bel(j, φ) or ¬bel(j, φ)

 Pre(j): intend(j,know(j,X))
 Post(i): know(i,know(j, bel(i, φ)))
 Post(j): know(j, bel(i, φ))
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FIPA-ACL vs. KQML

 Different semantics

 mapping between FIPA-ACL and KQML is not
trivial
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ACL Syntax vs. Semantics

(request
:sender i
:receiver j
:ontology agent-management
:protocol fipa-request
:content “…”)

=
0xFA 0x10 0x02 i 0x00 0x03 j 0x00 0x07
agent-management 0x00 0x0a fipa-request 0x00
0x09 0xFF … 0x00 0x01

=
<sender>
   <agent-identifier>i</agent-identifier>
</sender>
<receiver>
   <agent-identifier>j</agent-identifier>
</receiver>
<ontology>agent-management</ontology>
<protocol>fipa-request</protocol>
<content>...</content>

ascii representation

XML representation

binary representation

Same semantics
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Agent-to-Agent Communication



Content Languages
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Layered model
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Minimal criteria for a CL to be
FIPA compliant

 A good level of syntactical development is required
 A clear and intuitive (although not necessarily formal)

semantics
 Examples of the usage of such a language are

recommended
 Substantial and clear documentation must be provided
 The utility of such a new language should be made

clear
 In general, a content language must be able to express

propositions, objects and actions. No other properties
are required, though any given content language may
be much more expressive than this.
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FIPA-CLL Languages

 FIPA-SL
 subsets SL0, SL1, and SL2

 FIPA-CCL
 Constraint Choice Language

 FIPA-RDF0
 RDF based content language

 FIPA-KIF
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FIPA-SL

 SL is used in most of the FIPA specs
 mandatory for example for agent management

 Three subsets
 SL0 (Minimal Subset of SL)
 SL1 (Proposition Form)
 SL2 (Restrictions for decidability)
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FIPA-SL
Agent Management Example

(action df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
  (register
    (:df-description
      (:agent-name peter@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc
      (:services
        (:service-description
          (:service-type video-on-demand)
          (:service-ontology itut-vod)
          (:service-name vod-1)
          (:fixed-properties (genre sport))
          (:interaction-protocols (fipa-request))
          (:ontology fipa-agent-management)
          (:address iiop://fipa.org/acc)
          (:ownership peter)
          (:df-state active)))))
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FIPA-SL
iota example

 Agent A’s knowledge base
 KB={p(a), q(1,a), q(1,b)}

(query-ref
:sender B :receiver A
:content (iota ?x (p ?x)))

(inform
:sender A :receiver B
:content (= (iota ?x (p ?x))
a))
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FIPA-SL
iota example

KB={p(a), q(1,a), q(1,b)}

(query-ref
:sender B :receiver A

:content (iota ?y (q ?x ?y)))
(failure
:sender A :receiver B
:content (… more-than-one-
answer))
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FIPA-SL
any expression

 Any object that satisfies the proposition

KB={p(a), q(1,a), q(1,b)}

(query-ref
:sender B :receiver A
:content (any (sequence ?x ?y) (q ?x ?y)))

(inform
:sender A :receiver B
:content (= (any (sequence ?x ?y) (q ?x ?y)) (sequence 1

a)))
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FIPA-SL
all expression

 Set of all objects that satisfy the proposition

KB={p(a), q(1,a), q(1,b)}

(query-ref
:sender B :receiver A
:content (all (sequence ?x ?y) (q ?x ?y)))

(inform
:sender A :receiver B
:content
    (=

                    (all (sequence ?x ?y) (q ?x ?y))
                    (set (sequence 1 a) (sequence 1 b))))
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FIPA-CCL

 FIPA-Constraint Choice Language
 constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs)
 multiple interrelated choices

 FIPA-CCL supports
 Problem representation
 Information gathering
 Information fusion
 Access to problem solution techniques
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FIPA-CCL
Contraint Satisfaction Problem

 Definition:
 A finite set of variables V

 Choices to be made
 A finite domain Di of possible discrete values for each vi∈V

 Available options for each choice
 A finite set of constrains C between any pairs of variables in V

 Relationship between choices which express valid and invalid
combinations

 Solution:
 An assignment of values to variables such that: each variable

vi∈V is assigned a value d∈Di, and none of the constrains c∈C
are violated
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FIPA-CCL
Contraint Satisfaction Problem (example)

 Representing n-ary constraints in terms of binary
constraints consider a ternary constraint over three
variables (Hotel, City and Room-Type):
 Variable: Hotel, Values: {Marriott, Intercontinental, Hyatt-

Regency}.
 Variable: City, Values: {New York, Washington, Chicago}.
 Variable: Room-Type,Values: {standard, suite}.

 Constraint:
 Good-list: {( Hotel: Marriott, City: New York, Room-Type:

suite), (Hotel: Intercontinental, City: Washington, Room-Type:
standard)}.
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FIPA-CCL
Contraint Satisfaction Problem (example)

 Previous can be converted into the following binary CSP by
adding a tuple valued variable which represents the good-list:
ν Variable: Hotel, Values: {Marriott, Intercontinental, Hyatt-Regency}.
ν Variable: City, Values: {New York, Washington, Chicago}.
ν Variable: Room-Type,Values: {standard, suite}.

ν Variable: Constraint-1,Values:{(Marriott, New-York, suite), (Intercontinental,
Washington, standard)}.

ν Constraint: (Intensional-Equality, Variable 1: Hotel,
Variable 2: Constraint-1, Indices: {(1, 1)}).

ν Constraint: (Intensional-Equality, Variable 1: City,
Variable 2: Constraint-1, Indices: {(1, 2)}).

ν Constraint: (Intensional-Equality, Variable 1: Room-Type,
Variable 2: Constraint-1, Indices: {(1, 3)}).



Interaction Proctocols
(Conversations)
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Layered Model
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FIPA-request
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FIPA-Query
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FIPA-Contract-net
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FIPA-Iterated-Contract-net
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FIPA-English-Auction
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Cancel-Meta-Protocol
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Agent-to-Agent Communication
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More Information
 FIPA Specifications (WWW.FIPA.ORG)

 Communicative Acts
 FIPA37

 ACL Message Parameters
 FIPA61

 Concrete ACL Representations
 FIPA69, FIPA70, FIPA71

 Content Languages:
 FIPA07, FIPA08, FIPA09, FIPA10, FIPA11

 Concrete Envelope Representations
 FIPA85, FIPA88

 Message Transport Service
 FIPA67

 Interaction Protocols
 FIPA25, FIPA26, FIPA27, FIPA28, FIPA29, FIPA30, FIPA31, FIPA32,

FIPA33, FIPA34, FIPA35, FIPA36
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